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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

Please let me introduce myself as the new foreign
rights manager at Verlagshaus GeraNova Bruckmann.
After having worked in rights departments of diffe-
rent publishing houses with a focus on literature,
many things seemed new and exciting to me when I
started here in June. And exciting they remain. 

Richly illustrated volumes of photography show you
magical places like in Nostalgia or breathtaking land-
scapes like in Atem der Berge, you see fearless athle-
tes in Paragliding Worldwide. The cookbooks inspire
you to try new recipes, Clean Eating can change your
habits completely. 99 Classic Sports Cars turns you
into an expert in the cars you always wished to drive
as a child. 

I am happy to present you this broad variety of high-
quality illustrated editions of our imprints Bruck-
mann, Frederking & Thaler, Christian Verlag, and
GeraMond and hope to inspire the same enthusiasm
in you. 

Now please enjoy browsing through our program
2015.

Kind regards,

Lea Christoph

Phone: +49 (0) 89.13 06 99 233�
Fax: +49 (0) 89.13 06 99 100
E-mail: lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de�

GeraNova Bruckmann Verlagshaus GmbH
Infanteriestraße 11a 
80797 München�
www.verlagshaus.de
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The Breath of Mountains 
International Mountain Summit

288 pages, 24.3 x 30.6 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Monumental. Epic. Overwhelming.

Steep cliffs, snow-capped peaks, weathered watersheds, glorious atmospheres of light and stone: this
volume of photography celebrates mountains all over the world, with spectacular shots of the Matter-
horn, Mont Blanc, the Zugspitze, Mount Kilimanjaro, the Rockies,  and all Eight-thousanders. Brilliant
photography and evocative texts by the best of the best: the passionate and award-winning mountain
photographers of the International Mountain Summit.

The International Mountain Summit (IMS) in Brixen is an independent annual festival which brings to-
gether climbers of all stripes, from world-famous Alpinists to novice boulderers.  Each year, the  IMS
hosts the world’s largest competition in mountain photography – the motto of the 2014 competition
was Mountain.Four.Elements.

• Internationally renowned mountain photographers show their best work
• Breath-taking shots of mountains the world over
• The power of the elements: moving experiences on and about the most majestic of mountains
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Paragliding Worldwide
3o Dreamsites
Andreas Busslinger, Martin Scheel, Felix Wölk

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

When Dreams Come True

A paraglider’s paradise: here is the first volume to present the 30 best areas for paragliding. Spectacu-
lar aerial views from all over the world – from the Alps and Croatia to Iceland, Mexico, Costa Rica, La
Réunion, and Kenya. Or maybe your heart is drawn to Australia and Nepal? Whatever your dream desti-
nation for paragliding, this book will inspire you. Also included are practical tips and handy information
for planning your trip to these paragliding sites!

• Stunning photographs of the world’s best places for paragliding
• Handy information and relevant facts
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Fascination Ultratrail
The 30 most spectacular competitions worldwide
Harald Bajohr

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

To the Limit

Ultramarathons: long-distance running at the limits of human endurance, at distances of anywhere bet-
ween 50 and 500 miles. And yet, the number of runners eager to participate in these large-scale events
keeps going up. All over the world, there are events with fewer admissions than qualified runners, so
that competitors have to be randomly selected by lottery. What is behind this boom? And what does it
feel like to be a part of such extreme races? This book, filled with up-close and personal interviews with
ultramarathoners, looks for the answers.

• Photography all around the world’s toughest ultramarathons and ultra-trail events
• Jam-packed with accounts by leading extreme runners; filled with gripping photographs by top inter-
national photographers
• Practical tips for readers who want to get in on the action
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160 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

160 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Dreamland Iceland
Mysterious land of the elves
Max Schmid, Helmut  Hinrichsen

Volcanoes that capture the attention of the world. Waterfalls
crashing down hills in unbridled torrents. Glaciers that in-
exorably follow their own path. And people whose openness
and optimism helps them master their life at the pulse of na-
ture. Iceland is an unusual travel destination: rough, cold,
untamed – a dream come true. This photographic volume ce-
lebrates Iceland’s wild beauty.

Dreamland South England
From the White Cliffs to Land’s End
Franz Marc Frei, Jörg Berghoff

Romantic seaside, idyllic cottages, windswept cliffs, over-
grown gardens – in England’s South, touches of Merrie Olde
England live on as perhaps nowhere else in the United King-
dom. Discover England’s most popular vacation spots, from
Dover in the east to Land’s End, the westernmost point of the
English mainland, in this guide.
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100 Highlights Germany
Axel Pinck, Barbara Rusch, Eva Becker

320 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

South Tyrol
Robert Asam, Udo Bernhart, Ernst Wreba

224 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Fall 2o15
word count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

100 Highlights Europe

320 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

100 Highlights USA

320 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 39,99 
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 99,000

100 Highlights The World

380 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

100 Highlights Canada

320 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 39,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: aprrox. 45,000

Highlights Barcelona

168 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Highlights Istanbul

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50,000

Highlights Brazil

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 43,500

Highlights Chile/Argentina

168 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
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The Perfect Girls Holiday
New York
Juliane Pieper

192 pages, 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

The Perfect Girls Holiday
Barcelona 
Sonia Gigler, Clara 
Sarmentero

192 pages; 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 45,000

The Perfect Girls Holiday 
London
Barbara Geier

192 pages; 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 45,00

The Perfect Girls Holiday
Berlin
Judith Jenner, Elli Kaiser

192 pages, 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: 45,000

The Perfect Girls Holiday 
Paris
Denise Urbach

192 pages; 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 45,000

The Perfect Girls Holiday 
Rome
Martina Kliem

192 pages; 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 45,000

99 x Paris as you don’t know
it yet
Waltraud Pfister-Bläske

192 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 13.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

99 x London as you don’t
know it yet
Jörg Berghoff, Richard 
Gardner

192 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 13.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow
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160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
Word count: to follow

The Best Alpine Panoramas for Motorcyclists
30 roads with a view
Heinz E. Studt

30 spectacular motorcycle trips across the Alps’ most pano-
ramic roads and passes. Be it the Ötztaler Glacier Road, the
Great Dolomite Road, the Villacher Alpine Road – they all
offer remarkable riding experiences and unparalleled vistas.
Each road is thoroughly described, including difficulty levels,
combination options, fabulous photography, GPS data, and
up-to-date tips for travel. This Alpine motorcycle guide is a
must-have for all pleasure bikers.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Sold to: IT, PL Sold to: IT, PL

288 pages, 16.5 x
23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall
2012

288 pages, 16.5 x
23.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring
2013

New Zealand by Caravan
Wiebke Peißig-Dwenger,
Sönke Dwenger

224 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

England by Caravan
Thomas Kliem

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Croatia by Caravan
Thomas Czermak

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Experience the World in your
Mobile Home

Want to get a real feel for the land? Then
travel your own route, with a motor home
or camper van!
Detailed road maps, GPS coordinates,
and camp site locations make this guide
the travel book you won’t want to do 
without!
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Hikable Three-Thousanders 
in South Tyrol

Markus and Janina Meier,
Karin Bernhart

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Reach new heights easily! In
this South Tyrol hiking guide,
Janina and Markus Meier show
how easy climbing a three-
thousander can be.

Hiking Alpine National 
Parks
Peter Mertz

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2015
Word count: to follow

The 13 national parks of the
Alps offer untold variety: 
rough mountain terrain, idyllic
vales, and teeming forests.
Peter Mertz introduces you to
the most beautiful routes in
these 13 parks.

Train the Fasciae in Your
Back!
Amiena Zylla

128 pages 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

For the first time, this training
guide focuses on your back,
providing gentle exercises
which help even beginners
maintain elasticity of move-
ment and prevent painful har-
dening of the fasciae. 

Yoga for Your Fasciae
Amiena Zylla

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 60,000

Fasciae are our web of life:
they are the connective tissue
which envelops muscles and
organs and stabilises our
body. This training guide 
contains classic yoga poses
and yin yoga for gently 
training the fasciae.

Functional Training
Harald Gärtner

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 50,000

Functional Training, one of
2014’s top fitness trends is a
strength training system that
treats muscles not as isolated
units but as parts of larger
muscle chains. 

My Running Journal
Sonja von Opel

192 pages, 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 9.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Training times, fitness goals,
event planner: this journal is
the perfect companion for run-
ners in all walks of life. A char-
ming diary and original gift for
amateur runners or those who
want to be – and great for kee-
ping, too!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

100 Bike-Highlights in the Alps
The best routes: read, plan, and go!
Achim Zahn, Jan Führer

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, with CD
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2016
word count: to follow

Dream it, plan it, do it! Biking gurus Achim Zahn and Jan Führer
show you how: this biking guide contains their 100 favorite routes
across the western and eastern Alps. From Switzerland and the All-
gäu to Italy, every trail is described knowledgeably and concisely.
Maps, detailed topographical information, and GPS data make this
mountain and trail biking volume a must-have for every practical
biker. Get in that saddle and go!
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Nostalgia
Places time forgot
Sven Fennemar

320 pages, 29.5 x 37.5 cm
€ 98.00
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Pictures from a forgotten world

Lost Places – decaying palazzi and theaters, abandoned factories, the ruins of a church, operating
rooms that are now more a cabinet of horrors than places of healing. Sven Fennema travels through
Europe in search of forgotten places and the curious parallel worlds in our midst. He photographs pla-
ces apart from stress and noise; places that nature is reclaiming.  A grimoire of photography, filled with
mysterious places and captivatingly composed pictures.

• Unique – the first photography volume of “lost places” in Italy
• Abandoned churches, palazzi, factories, and hospitals from Piedmont to the Marches
• Stunning shots and high-quality presentation of an unsual aesthetic
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Nepal – Eight
An enlightened path
Dieter Glogowski, Franz Binder

224 pages, 22.7 x 27.0 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Finding Nepal’s Soul

Nepal is a land of many faces: of breath-taking nature, of mountains that touch the sky, like Mount Eve-
rest, of Buddhist wisdom, of cultural and historical treasures, and a unique people. More than a guide
to Nepal, this book tells the story of an adventure, a journey with eight unusual individuals to eight
eight-thousanders; a journey towards peace and to one’s inner self. A moving photography-volume and
journal, complete with essays on the magic of the Himalayas.

• A moving, insightful journey to Nepal’s eight eight-thousanders
• A story of friendship, courage, and self-knowledge
• Includes essays by Nepal expert Franz Binder on the myths, religion, and history of Nepal
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240 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

160 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 39.99
Publication:Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Pass Pictures
Berthold Steinhilber, Eugen E. Hüsler

Even in the Bronze Age, humans were crossing the Alps on
tiny footpaths along the passes. For pilgrimage, military
gain, or scenic car tours, humans have found ways to con-
quer this majestic landscape. In this volume of photography,
Berthold Steinhilber tracks down the fascination of 77 – in
some cases lesser-known – Alpine passes. In doing so, he
has created images rich in detail, accompanied by interes-
ting information on forgotten paths and the history of trans-
Alpine travel.

• Unparalleled photography by the winner of the World
Press Photo Award
• More than 77 spectacular vistas of passes across the Alps
• Historical footroads and bridle paths; dreamily curving
mountain passes

Berthold Steinhilber, born 1968, has shot photographs for
international magazines, businesses, and agencies, among
them GEO, Stern, Smithsonian Magazine, National Geogra-
phic Germany, and many more. His photography has won
him numerous awards.

Oak: The Tree of Life
Solvin Zankl, Mario Ludwig

Mystical and mysterious, the oak is considered a metaphor
for life. Since the dawn of history, it has stood at the centre
of legends. From the tips of its branches to the bottom of its
roots, it also offers more animals and plants a home than
any other German tree. In unique (macro-)photography, Sol-
vin Zankl tells the story of the tree of life and paints a portrait
of these multi-faceted inhabitants of our woods.
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Paleo – Make it Sweet 
100 recipes from the sweet Stone Age kitchen
Karine Gohr, Maria Brinkop

224 pages, 22.7 x 27.4cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 59.000

Paleo with a sweet tooth

• Pastries and desserts from the modern Stone Age kitchen: no gluten, lactose or soy
• Baking with no regrets: fresh, seasonal, natural ingredients
• 100 simple, effective recipes for life’s sweetest moments

Paleo doesn’t mean avoiding sweets! What nature has offered for thousands of years is simply better for
our bodies than industrially processed products: this motto is what has made Paleo so popular. But
does that trend fit with sweet desserts and flavourful sorbets? Well: naturally! This new baking book
shows how. With a new to introduction to Paleo baking, valuable tips, and recipes for wheatless, 
gluten-free, lactose-free baking with natural ingredients.
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Clean Eating
Real Food. Natural Movement. New Feeling.
Sarah Schocke, Eva Dotterweich, Susanne Spiel

224 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

The new secret formula to become slim and happy: natural unprocessed ingre-
dients and a workout which is fun.

• The new trend to follow Paleo
• Holistic approach with recipes and exercises
• 130 recipes with preparation and health tips

Clean Eating means real food and a positive body experience. After all, nature provides us with all the
valuable nutrients – we just need to take them! Clean Food, made from unprocessed products, makes
us slender, healthy, and happy, as well as motivating us towards awareness and true enjoyment. More
than that, the combination of recipes and movement in this new Clean Eating cookbook will awaken you
to a new outlook on life – try it for yourself!
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Asia Street Food
70 authentic recipes from Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, 
Myanmar, and Vietnam
Stefan & Heike Leistner

224 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Smell it, taste it

Nowhere is the vibrancy and creativity of Asian cuisine as apparent as in its street food: sun-kissed
fruits beckon; woks sizzle appetisingly; and the heady perfumes of roasted spices tantalise our senses
– temptation on every corner! This Asian cookbook takes its inspiration from authentic dishes and the
man in the street – literally! Anyone who loves Asian cuisine can, with this guide, master the art of 
cooking its dishes, from noodle soup to curry!

• 70 authentic Asian street food recipes, easily cooked at home
• Like a journey through South-East Asia; great pictures of countries, people and recipes.
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The Big Book of Bread
Kitchen tuition – product information – 115 recipes
Marie-Thérèse Simon, Arno Simon, Alexander Schmidt, Silvio
Knezevic

400 pages; 22.7 x 27 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

German bakeries are popular all over the world – with this detailed baking
book traditional and new recipes come off easily at home.

• The new standard work on bread: with elaborate product information and kitchen tuition
• The right bread for everyone: Classics and new creations
• Illustrated step-by-step instructions and professional tips guarantee perfect results

The Germans’ favorite aliment is relish and soulfood  – this bible of baking displays the diversity of Ger-
man baking culture. 
In “The Big Book of Bread” the winners of “Germany’s best baker 2014” reveal their secrets. Basic
knowledge, simple step-by-step instructions, product information and many recipes turn home baking
into a pleasure. 

Arno Simon started his career as a baker in 1974 and later took over his parents’ bakery.  As a baker and
pastry chef, his daughter Thérèse Simon completes the choice of products at the Bakery Simon per-
fectly. Alexander Schmidt is the manager of the bakehouse. Together, they won the competition of the
ZDF TV show “Deutschlands bester Bäcker”, “Germany’s best baker”.
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192 pages, 19 x 25,5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

The Mallorca Diet
Lighter living with Mediterranean flavour
Stephan Lück, Rafael Pranschke

192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Lose weight – holiday style!

• The successful Mediterranean diet – new and improved!
• Lose weight easily with 55 delicious recipes
• 14-day-plan to kick-start weight loss!

It’s no secret that the Mediterranean diet is healthy and filled
with enjoyment. This cookbook brings the Mediterranean
diet back to these shores – with new improvements! Why are
olive oil, fish, and vegetables so healthy, and how can I
change my diet to stay slim long-term? Nutrition expert 
Dr. Stephan Lück gives the answers and offers valuable tips
on long-term weight loss.

5-Elements-Cooking
Healthy nutrition in the rhythm of your body clock
Anna Ursula Ams, Ulrike Kirmse

Do you know the rhythm of your organ body clock? Each per-
son has individual imbalances in their body which determine
what their body needs. This 5-elements cookbook can help
you determine your body type and achieve renewed balance
through awareness and the precepts of traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM). The book offers a unique combination of
easy, everyday, delicious recipes, plus tips for supporting
the functional balance of your inner organs.

• A balance of Yin and Yang
• Unique approach: nutrition in harmony with your organ
body clock
• The ancient knowledge of TCM, combined with modern nu-
trition science
• 70 seasonal and everyday recipes, with many tips for
achieving inner balance
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Amuse & Bouche
70 precious bites
Pia Grimbühler, Feride Dogum

160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

The art of the single bite! Finger food is the apotheosis of party
cooking – when preparing hors d’oeuvres and bite-size
snacks, everything needs to be just right: fresh, aromatic in-
gredients, exact preparation, and tasteful presentation of crea-
tive recipes to suit all tastes. This book offers boundless
possibilities to creative cooks, with ideas for mousses, dips,
parfaits, amouse bouche spoons, mini-kebabs, tapas and anti-
pasti. 

Sweet & Stylish
80 sweet bits from cake-pops to whoopie pies
Matthias Ludwigs, Jo Kirchherr

160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

Sweet little sins are in: boutique bakeries are offering dozens
of new creations, such as cake-pops, push-up cakes, or whoo-
pie pies. It’s not the size that counts, but the creativity of the
confectioner! This baking book introduces anyone with a sweet
tooth to small cake-creations that make a big impression! Also
included in this seductive selection are classics such as
brownies and macarons.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Pink Sugar by Kessy
65 sweet temptations
Kessy Bóna

Baked temptation!

• From dough to decoration: fundamental knowledge and
professional tricks

• Illustrated step-by-step instructions make even sophisti-
cated recipes a sure-fire success

• This book accompaniment to Kessy’s blog offers the right
pastry for any party

Brag about your baking: with Kessy’s blog and new baking
book Pink Sugar, you will be living your sweet dreams, from
cakepops to many-tiered theme tarts! In addition to creamy
ganache, sweet fondant, and delicate flower pastes, Kessy
spends plenty of time on the basics. Her recipes for sophisti-
cated gateaus, delectable cakes, and trendy muffins will
have you prepared for any occasion – and in addition to the
numerous recipes, you’ll find many handy decorating tips!
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My Colourful Autumn – Kitchen
75 delicious recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages 19,3 x 26,1 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

With relish, traditionally inspired but modern Marie Langenau
presents a new country life. Her love to nature can be felt in
each recipe and dedicated picture. In bright colors and deli-
cious recipes she has devoted this book to the autumn. Enjoy
Indian summer and dreary days at a culinary trip to the coun-
tryside.

The Taste of my Summer
75 delicious recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow 

With relish, traditionally inspired but modern Marie Langenau
presents a new country life. Her love for nature can be felt in
each recipe and picture. So the summer can be cheerful, warm
and delicious: From the BBQ to family picnics to days at the
beach. “The Taste of my Summer” provides perfect ideas for
any summer day.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

My Christmas Kitchen
Favorite rural recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€19.99
Publication: Fall 2015 
Word count: to follow

When the days get shorter, it’s time to indulge: each
page of this lovingly designed cookbook will make you
eager for Christmas and inspire gifts from the kitchen,
made on homely Advent afternoons. Home-baked coo-
kies warm the heart, exotic spices tantalize the senses,
and the Christmas menus in the pages of this book unite

the entire family – ’tis the season!
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My Fresh Vegetable Kitchen 
Favorite countryside recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count:to follow

Countryside indulgence! This cookbook for all seasons puts
fresh fruit and vegetables on the table: fun, inspired by tradi-
tion but still modern, today’s rural cooking is presented by
Marie Langenau. Let her take you to market show you crisp,
fresh vegetables and fruit. Seasonal cooking becomes a true
joy!



PALEO Power Every Day
Eat. Move. Sleep. Feel. 120 new recipes
Nico Richter, Michaela Schneider

192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Paleo 360 – holistic fitness!

• Finally, the sequel to Paleo – this time, it’s power for life!
• 120 new recipes easy to integrate into everyday living
• New: Paleo lifestyle from dawn to dusk: movement, relaxation, fun

Paleo is more than modern Stone Age food. Paleo is a way of life! In the follow-up to his best-selling
book, Nico Richter explains how to integrate Paleo into your day holistically. 120 new recipes (always
gluten and lactose free) are easily combined into menus suitable for every-day enjoyment. In addition,
the book discusses movement in nature, restful sleep, and managing stress correctly.

Nico loves cooking – particularly with unprocessed, natural foods. He enjoys it so much that he has tur-
ned his hobby into his career: his blog, www.paleo360.de, offers daily discussion of diet and health. A
cookbook was the next logical step, since so many people want to eat healthily but don’t know how to
approach that change. By making himself the guinea pig, Nico discovered what so many after him have
confirmed: Paleo is the right track for long-term health, improving blood work and athletic performance.
Today, Nico spends up to three hours a day in the kitchen, looking for new ways to inspire his readers
and to show that healthy eating can be delicious.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

PALEO Power for live
115 recipes for the modern kitchen of the Stone Age 
Nico Richter, Silvio Knezevic

224 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

PALEO can change lives! 
PALEO is not a short term diet but the perfect diet for long-term
health and fitness. PALEO (of Paleolithic), also referred to as
the “Stone Age Diet”, based on natural, high quality foods:
fish, meat, eggs, vegetables, fruits and healthy fats. With this
book you can simply step into the delicous PALEO food and
feel much better after 30 days with it.

sold to: NL
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224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€19.99
Publication: Spring 2015 
Word count: to follow

256 pages, 22.6 x 27.1 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Hauptsache Gesund – The Cookbook
100 healthy recipes for every day
Dr. med. Franziska Rubin

What does a “healthy breakfast” actually consist of? Does
bread really make you gain weight? Dr. med. Franziska
Rubin, beloved host of the MDR show Hauptsache Gesund
answers these and many other nutrition questions – and
shows how easy it is to integrate a healthy diet into your day.
With 100 tips, background facts, and the 100 best recipes
from her show, you too can be healthy and fit – effortlessly!

• Well-known through her MDR-show Hauptsache Gesund
• Over 200,000 books by the author sold

Vegan Cooking for Beginners
Sebastian Copien, Hansi Heckmair

Joie de vivre and creative deliciousness

• The first comprehensive vegan cooking course in book
form – includes vegetable profiles and product guide

• From seitan to vegan cheese: make them easily at home
by following the illustrated steps

• 150 recipes in seasonal order – 50 basic recipes

This vegan cooking course is a boon to all those who are loo-
king for creative cooking and healthy, delicious food. The
comprehensive product guide introduces all vegan products;
the illustrated step-by-step how-tos and many tips teach how
to cook vegan in style. The 50 basic recipes and 150 seasonal
recipes plus calendar of produce seasons and illustrated ve-
getable profiles make this cookbook a reference work for any
self-respecting kitchen.
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Feel Good Food
Dörte and Jesko Wilke, Götz Wrage

In just five easy steps, you can get back in touch with your body.
With this anti-diet-book, it’s easy to discover what’s healthy for
you, enabling you to change your eating habits with almost no
effort! Because healthy eating, which includes enjoyment,
makes for unadulterated well-being. More energy, less fatigue,
and fewer pounds: all with more than 80 recipes in this cook-
book. No dieting required!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 16.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow
sold to: GB, NL

Veggie Fast Food
80 vegetarian recipes perfect for take-away
Clarissa und Florian Sehn, Maria Brinkop

Burger & Co. – veggie style!
Vegetarians can’t have fast food? On the contrary! This vegeta-
rian cookbook offers more than 80 quick veggie recipes – from
Manchego quesadillas and TexMex burgers to tomato-cinnamon
fries and chantrelle gyros! All without the usual ersatz meat pro-
ducts. Vegetarian food for those in a hurry! And the handy
“vegan traffic light” – red: vegetarian; yellow: adaptable for ve-
gans; green: vegan – makes it easy to find vegan options.

Clarissa and Florian Sehn, animal psychologist and art director
respectively, discovered their love of vegetarian and vegan cui-
sine together. Soon, however, they ran out of creative ideas –
they needed a new recipe book. Out of a lack of viable options,
the two decided to get creative and develop recipes themselves.
Their first cookbook is dedicated to vegetarian fast food, which
they consider has always received short shrift – until now.

• Over 80 vegetarian fast food recipes – tasteful and filling!
• Easy-to-find vegan recipes thanks to the vegan traffic light!
• More than 20 dips and sauces and 8 basic doughs
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192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow
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Genuinely South Tyrol
85 recipes from the mountain farmers kitchen
Mali Höller

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 18.750
sold to: IT

South Tyrol is particularly attractive from a culinary point of
view given its location between Austria and Italy. South Tyro-
lese native Amalie Höller presents her best 85 recipes in her
cookbook “Genuinely South Tyrolese”. Try your hand at local
delicacies like “Marende”, a South Tyrolese version of cold
cuts or the famous gulash with dumplings and sour cabbage.
And don’t miss the gorgeous desserts.

Genuinely Greek 
70 family recipes from Mama Anastasía
Elissavet Patrikiou

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 18.500

Family recipes from Mama Anastasía: real Greek, fresh 
cooking, with everything from  the Aegaen garden like aroma-
tic herbs,  homemade bread– just good. The 70 recipes, ac-
companied with wonderful photos, awake memories of the
taste of childhood. Just a declaration of love to the authentic
Greek cuisine.

Mamma Maria
Family recipes from Sicily
Cettina Vicenzino

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 22.500
sold to: FR

Find classics and new “creations”, all tested and guaranteed
to taste perfect. Learn how to prepare “Arancini”, “Pasta con i
ceci” or “Cassatelle di Militello”, the grandmother’s very spe-
cial Easter cookies. Lovely, colourful illustrations accompany
each chapter and make sure to give you just the right spirit for
this beautiful island.

Genuinely Turkish
80 original recipes from Börek to Baklava
Latife Arslantas, Hilal Arslantas

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 21.000

Mint, dried or fresh, hot paprika Pul Biber and of course pars-
ley: Turkish cuisine is full of flavors and fragrances, combining
so many different influences and one of the most exciting and
best country kitchens in the world. The authors present
authentic Turkish cuisine based on old and new recipes of
their family. They encourage a culinary journey through Turkey.
These culinary jewels you can cook at home now.

Our best-selling series
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192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 19.000

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Pimp Your Home
30 creative projects for individual lifestyle
Marie-Helen Hoffstaedter, Carolin Friese

• These 30 creative IKEA-hacks can have anyone’s IKEA fur-
niture looking like bespoke craftsmanship!
• Fresh designs – IKEA-classics reloaded.
• Step-by-step instructions that are easy to follow.
• Dozens of new ideas for this blogger-trend.

Your old Billy shelf is too boring? Be an IKEA hacker! 30 pro-
jects with step-by-step instructions show you what you can
create with the classics from IKEA: paint then, decorate
them, change their use. The result is a unique design for
little money. 
Many ideas of the famous blog www.saustarkdesign and
more projects found their way into this book.

Concrete concrete 
Decorative and practical self-made ornaments
Sibylle Sturm, Ina Mielkau

You won’t believe the beauty of concrete!

• 25 projects to brighten your living space
• Each project with chic, practical step-by-step instructions
• Simple and easy to do at home

Everyone knows about concrete in the garden – we bring the
trend indoors and use it to beautify our space with self-made
decorations and practical knick-knacks. Step-by-step instruc-
tions make it easy to produce vases, clocks, jewelry and
more! Evocative pictures offer design ideas and decorating
tips, and show how varied and individual concrete can be.
Decorate your house as you see fit!
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144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 22.99
Publication: revised and extended 
edition Fall 2015 (2013)
word count: approx. 34,500

The Porsche 911 Book
Wolfgang Hörner

This book celebrates the iconic sports car with the bocer en-
gine in all its facets. Due to background information about
the success in motor sports, about innovative technologies
or about the events in the company’s history, Wolfgang Hör-
ner adds new aspects to your knowledge of the 911.

• Find many unknown facts and background information!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 40,000

Porsche 911
All models since 1963
Wolfgang Hörner

This atlas of types contains all you need to know about the
legendary sports car with the boxer engine. Explore the
 design and production of every generation of this icon 
in well-researched texts. Each type is presented with
 technical specifications. Background information on the
cars’ development and production, as well as  exhaustive
technical specifications make this book a treasure trove for
any 911 lover.
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99 Convertibles 
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

The convertible is a symbol of the joy of dri-
ving: where else do you get to experience the
roar of the engine, the wind in your hair, and
the sun on your face with such immediacy?
This richly illustrated book presents 99 clas-
sic convertibles, from pre-War beauties and
stylish 50’s and 60’s cars to the very latest
models of the new millennium.

99 British Classic Cars 
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

Here are the 99 most important classic cars
from the British Isles! All vehicles are exactin-
gly documented: a thorough description is
accompanied by technical details and
images. What’s more, the book contains the
current market prices and evaluation criteria
necessary for purchase and sale!

99 Cult Classic Minis
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

Messerschmitt Kabinenroller, Isetta, VW
Beetle, the Citroen 2CV – the classic “um-
brella on four wheels” – and many more: Dis-
cover 99 of the most charming,
unconventional, and surprising mini and mi-
crocars from all over the world! This compen-
dium with guides for buying and selling
makes you an expert on microcars in no time.

99 Classic Sports Cars 
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

This volume introduces the world’s most thril-
ling classic sports cars: not just Ferrari and
Porsche models, but dozens of rare and exo-
tic cars – some of them almost forgotten
today! An entrancing book, brimming with
background information that will interest not
only sports car enthusiasts!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: 
approx. 43,000

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: 
approx. 43,000
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333 Planes 
You Need to Know!
Michael Dörflinger

Have you ever wanted to fly an Antonov An-
225 Mriya or float through space in a Mercury
space capsule? This book lets you be the cap-
tain of 333 important planes. Well-researched
texts and technical data make you an expert;
detailed, high-quality images show the va-
rious models from every angle!

333 Cars 
You Need To Know!
Michael Dörflinger

This volume gives a comprehensive and tho-
rough overview of all the cars you need to
know: from the Model T Ford and the Alfa
Romeo Spider 2600 to the VW Phaeton 3.0
TDI and the Porsche 356 A – this book has
them all! 

333 Locomotives 
You Need to Know!
Klaus J. Vetter

Legendary locomotives, lovingly restored
metre-gauge locomotives, and exotic engines
the world over 333 locomotives from across
the world, collected in one well-researched
compendium.

333 Ships 
You Need to Know! 
Ulf Kaack

This book is loaded up to the Plimsoll line
with ships of all sizes. From the beginnings of
seafaring in the canoe via Viking ships to the
21st century’s most futuristic seacraft, it’s all
hands on deck for this nautical voyage
through 333 ships you need to know!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

288 pages, 12 x 18,. cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
Word count: 
approx. 50,000

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
Word count: 
approx. 50,000

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow
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USA – Railway Dreams
A Journey to the Most Fascinating Trains
Karl-Wilhelm Koch

192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 35,000

Railway in the US, country of superlatives

Long trains across endless land – the gigantic proportions of the US railroad system never fail to im-
press. As many as six or more diesel locomotives pull freight trains that can stretch on for kilometres
through breath-taking canyons and rugged prairie lands, while famous lines such as the „Desert Wind“
offer the most luxurious travel experiences. This volume shows the variety and beauty of North Ame-
rica’s railways in unique photographs.

• The extremes of train travel: the longest trains traveling the farthest distances
• Stunning photographs of legendary locomotives and steam-powered freight giants
• Handy travel tips for all trains as well as the best spots for photographers
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160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
Word count: to follow

Panzerkampfwagen V Panther
History – Engineering – Experiences
Thomas Anderson

The German Panther tank, technically known as the Panzer-
kampfwagen V Panther, is considered the blueprint for post-
WWII tanks. This richly illustrated handbook uses original
archive sources to reconstruct its history and significance,
analyzing the tank’s weapons system, its strengths, and its
weaknesses. The book also evaluates war-time reports from
inside and outside the tank and offers useful comparisons
with contemporary vehicles. Previously unpublished photos
and first-person accounts from eye witnesses round out this
comprehensive volume.

• Based exclusively on original documents
• Authentic first-person war-time reports
• Includes previously unpublished photographs and specta-
cular color illustrations

The Tanks of the National People’s Army
Dieter Flohr, Dirk Krüger

After the success of the first volume, the second volume in
the series Typenatlas NVA focuses on the tanks of East Ger-
many’s Nationale Volksarmee, or National People’s Army.
Dieter Flohr and Dirk Krüger offer concise information on all
armored continuous-track vehicles of the FRG’s armed for-
ces: from the mid-range tank T-34 and various search-and-
rescue tanks, all the way to the heavy Soviet T-72.
Professional photography rounds out the compendium.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 40,000
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The Huge Handbook of Helicopters
Michael Mau, Helmut  Mauch

Their versatility, stylishness and high-tech
machinery rank helicopters among the
world’s most fascinating flying machines. If
you want comprehensive information and ex-
citing photographs showing their makes and
capabilities, look no further you find will find
all  in this richly illustrated volume!

Airliners
Dietmar Plath, Achim Figgen, 
Brigitte Rothfischer

Whether Airbus A350, Tupolev, or regional jet,
whether passenger or freight plane: this state-
of-the-art atlas of airliner types introduces
well-known and obscure airplanes from all over
the world – literally! 

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

160 Seiten, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 40,000

Vol. 1 
allready available

An Atlas of Fighter Planes
1942–1945
Herbert Ringlstetter

This volume lists fighter planes of the years 1942 to
1945 from Germany, France, Great Britain, the
USSR, Poland, Romania, Italy, the Netherlands,
Japan, and the US. Approximately 300 photographs
– some in colour – as well as numerous colour dia-
grams illustrate this history of approximately 60
types, each presented concisely and informatively
on one to six pages including technical data.

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: 
approx. 48,000

192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: 
approx. 40,000
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160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 40,000

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€29.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: to follow

Airbrushing for Modellers
Painting and Finishing R/C and Scale Models
Mathias Faber

Wooden or plastic, mud or soot, masking or shading, patina-
ting or staining: Uncover expert knowledge for your hobby.
When applying colour in modelmaking, airbrushing is a key
part. How do I go about it, what do I do with the airbrush,
where does it get challenging and where do I have to be care-
ful? The new edition of the popular standard work provides
you with detailed instructions and help with selecting the
right tools, and takes you through the wide range of applica-
tions. Numerous exercises will perfect your abilities and the
diverse examples will ignite your creativity!

The Comprehensive Practical Handbook of
Model Railroads
Design – Decoration – Operationl
Ralph Zinngrebe, Frank Zarges

This volume, filled with know-how and spectacularly detailed
photographs, offers the novice a step-by-step introduction to
creating their first own set. But experienced builders, too,
will find its pages full of clever advice and useful tips for pro-
fessionalizing their hobby.
A thorough glossary, photo-sets of example railroads, in-
structive diagrams, informative data tables and many other
features make this practical handbook a reference work for
any model railroad builder!
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160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015 (1st edition
2011)
word count: approx. 41,000
sold to: NL

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€19.99
Publication: Fall 2015 
word count: to follow

First Aid Digital Model Railroad
Rudolf Ring

Even in model railroads, the watchword is: digital!  The com-
plex electronics of digital systems offer unimagined possibi-
lities in design, construction and expansion of model
railroads. This knowledgeable practical manual has answers
for every question: How to master the change from analog to
digital; how to program control consoles; how to improve
your system’s performance; which new formats are worth
looking into and what component parts you will need.

First Aid for Model Railroads: 
Signals, Catenaries, Tracks and Switches
Tips and tricks for materials, construction, and repair
Roman Lohr

All ambitious model train builders seek to emulate their ori-
ginals by applying individual touches to little details. Whet-
her on the topic of track ballast, signaling, track switches, or
cross-span-bridge catenary equipment: this book offers
countless clever tips, useful overviews, and informative pho-
tos for turning your plans into a professional-level railroad.
Novices will find expert advice for high-quality track laying;
experienced builders can expect professional tips for optimi-
zing their system!
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